Let X be a commutative algebra over a field T with the characteristic zero. Let D € L(X) be an operator with either finite nullity or finite deficiency and such that the domain of D is a subalgebra of X. Let Q : dom D -> 2 dom D be a multifunction defined as follows : fiu = {x € domD : Du = uDx} for u 6 dom D. This multifunction is well-defined. Any invertible selector L of Q is said to be a logarithmic mapping and E = L -1 is said to be an antilogarithmic mapping.
cases all considerations can be reduced to problems with a multiplicative operator D.
We shall apply properties of logarithmic and antilogarithmic mappings in order to study resolvents of operators D -a, a G X, in algebras with a right operator D satisfying the Leibniz condition: D(xy) = xDy + yDx for x,y G domZ> (cf. PR [6] ).
Recently, similar properties of resolvents to linear equations have been obtained in a particular case by Wysocki (cf. W[lj) by means of the so-called Bittner operational calculus.
1. Through this paper we shall use notions and notations introduced in PR [5] . Let then X be a linear space over a field T of scalars of the characteristic zero. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X. Write : LQ(X) = {A G L(X) : dom A = X}. Here the invertibility of an operator A G L(X) means that the equation Ax -y has a unique solution for every y G X. If X is a commutative algebra over T with an D G R(X) such that x,y G domD implies xy G domD , then X is said to be a D-algebra. A Z?-algebra X is said to be a Leibniz D-algebra if D satisfies the Leibniz condition:
Recall that R(X) is the set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X), 1ZD = {R £ LQ(X) : DR = 7} is the set of all right inverses to a D G R(X) and

T d = {F G L 0 {X): F 2 = F, FX = kerD and 3 Rel z v FR = 0} is the set of all initial operators for a D G R(X)
Suppose that X is a .D-algebra. Let Q : dom£> -• 2 domr> be a multifunction defined as follows:
The equation Du = uDx, (u,x 
that a logarithmic mapping L is of the exponential type if and only if A' is a Leibniz D-algebra (cf. PR[4]), also PR[5]).
By Lg (D) we denote the class of these D-algebras with unit e G dom Q for which there exist invertible selectors of
We recall without proofs the following
where 2GkerZ? is arbitrary.
where z G kerZ) is arbitrary. 
is of the form
or in an equivalent form 
Let X be a commutative algebra and let D € L(X). Let a £ X.
We denote by x a any element of ker(Z) -a), i.e. by definition, we have: Dx a = ax a . 
]). Suppose that X is a D-algebra and F is an initial operator for D corresponding to an R £ TZd -If the operator I -Ra is invertible then x a = (I -Ra
Proof. By definition, we have
Fx a = (I ~ RD)x a = x a -RDx a = x a -R(ax a ) = (/ -Ra)x a ,
which implies the required formula.
• Denote by M(X) the set of all multiplicative mappings with domains and ranges in X, i.e. A(xy) = (Ax)(Ay) whenever A 6 M(X), x, y 6 dom A. Let J-p be a set of multiplicative initial operators for D, i.e. Theorems 1.1, 2.1 and 3.1 together imply 
THEOREM 2.1 Suppose that X is a Leibniz D-algebra with unit e and = {^Kerocr C T D C\ M{X). Write
is a particular solution of Equation (3.4) satisfying the condition F v x' = 0. By our assumptions,
Since F p Rp = 0, we get
• Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 well motivate the following DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Then 0 a (p) (a e Q~1(R P ), p 6 T°) defined by Formula (2.4) is said to be a fundamental solution for the operator D -a.
Clearly, Formula (3.3) determines also fundamental solutions, provided that antilogarithms E(R p a) exist.
It should be pointed out that having a resolvent for the operator D -a, we can find a resolvent for the operator D n -a (n G N) by means of antilogarithms of higher orders (cf. PR [5] ), for (D -a) n and for arbitrary polynomials in D with scalar coefficients (cf. PR [5] ).
In general, if X is not a Leibniz D-algebra, a product rule can be written in the following form
where C£> is a scalar depend on D only and fp is a bilinear symmetric form (cf. PR [1] ). This condition implies that We have shown (cf. PR[4], PR [5] ) that in several cases an operator D satisfying Condition (3.9) can be reduced by a substitution to a multiplicative right invertible operator D°. If D° G M(X), i.e. X 6 ^£)o(0,0,e), then D(x a xb) = abx a xb. Hence x a xb = z 0 i>-In this case we obtain similar results with respect to the multiplication in X. Note that the property x a * Xb = z a +6 holds for Laguerre differential operators of the second order with respect to the convolution "*" as a multiplication (cf. Kierat and Skornik, KS[1] ). Clearly, these operators do not satisfy the Leibniz condition. The assumption that the operator D is right invertible, as a matter of fact, is not very essential. Similar, but simpler, results can be obtained for a left invertible operator, since in this case ker D = {0}. However, we have to take into account that an algebra with a left invertible operator satisfying the Leibniz condition has no unit (cf. PR [5] ). By means of finite dimensional perturbations one can obtain antilogarithms of operators which have either finite nullity or finite deficiency (cf. also PR[5] ).
